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We construct an approximation to the partition function for hindered rotors based entirely on their
asymptotic behavior and no fitting parameters. The approximant is shown to be quite accurate in all
temperature ranges. Explicit auxiliary functions are derived for the Helmholtz free energy, internal
energy, heat capacity, and entropy. We apply this function to estimating the heat capacity and
unimolecular dissociation rate for ethane. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering work of Pitzer1,2 which showed that
torsions about single bonds are not freely rotating, there h
been many books3–5 and reviews6–11 on hindered rotation.
The quantum mechanics of hindered rotors is well know
but the theory has been too cumbersome for many app
tions. Calculating the values from first principles requir
evaluating and diagonalizing a large matrix. This is practi
with modern computers, but this is often an unwelcom
diversion in the context of a larger problem. Pitzer’s pu
lished tables for the thermodynamic functions of hinde
rotors1 are also inconvenient for use in computer program
We would like to have a function that estimates the therm
dynamic functions for hindered rotors without having to st
from first principles for each application. One such functi
was proposed by Truhlar.12 We will refer to this function as
T91 hereafter. Herein we present an improvement, the H
dered Rotor Density-of-States~HRDS! interpolation func-
tion, which is asymptotically correct at low and high tem
peratures and accurate at intermediate temperatures.

In Secs. II and III, we derive asymptotic forms for th
low-temperature~quantum! and high-temperature~classical!
canonical partition functions (Q). The reader interested i
applying the methods may skip to Sec. IV which presents
HRDS interpolation function based on the asymptotic beh
ior of the partition function. There are no fitting paramete
in determining this function. Instead, we construct a prod
of terms determined such that the function has the cor
asymptotic behavior at both low and high temperature.
comparing with numerical values, we show that the funct
is accurate over the entire temperature range, much b
than the previous function.12 In Sec. V, we compute thermo
dynamic functions based on the HRDS function. Fina
Sec. VI gives two applications: calculation of the gas ph
heat capacity of ethane and the dissociation rate consta

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
wag@wag.caltech.edu
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ethane. These examples serve to illustrate the benefits o
new function.

II. LOW-TEMPERATURE (QUANTUM) LIMIT

In the low-temperature limit, the partition function mu
be calculated using the discrete energy levels computed
ing quantum mechanics. The time-independent Schro¨dinger
equation for rotation about a single axis is13

2
\2

2I

d2C

df2 1VC5EC, 0<f,2p. ~1!

Here, I is the reduced moment of inertia about the axis p
rametrized byf. In many cases,I changes only slightly with
f and can be treated as a constant. Also, the potentialV)
can be approximated using

V5
W

2
~12cosnf!, ~2!

whereW is the height of the potential barrier,n is the num-
ber of equivalent minima, andf50 corresponds to a mini
mum.

With the following definitions,

2x5nf, ~3!

a5
8I

\2n2
~E2W/2!, ~4!

2r 25
8I

\2n2
~W/2!. ~5!

Equation~1! transforms into Mathieu’s equation:14,15

d2C

dx2
1~a12r 2 cos 2x!C50, 0<x,np. ~6!

As discussed by Nielsen,16 the periodicity ofnp in the po-
tential requires solutions to Eq.~6! having periodnp, which
have been studied primarily forn51,2. Equation~6! has
solutions only for characteristic values (a) which depend on
r andn.
il:
6675675/6/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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6676 McClurg, Flagan, and Goddard III: The hindered rotor density of states
A. Large barrier limit (harmonic oscillator)

For barrier heights (W) which are large compared t
bothE and\v, r is large and only the region ofx near 0 is
significant. Expanding Eq.~6! for small x leads to a per-
turbed harmonic oscillator~HO! with characteristic values
(a)

a522r 21~214m!r2
1

4
~112m12m2!1O~m3/r !

~7!

m50,1,2,...

that aren-fold degenerate, but otherwise independent of
periodicity (n).15 Here,m is an integer index for the charac
teristic values. Solving Eqs.~4!, ~5!, and~7! for E yields

Em5
\2n2r

2I F ~1/21m!2
1

16r
~112m12m2!

1O~m3/r 2!G . ~8!

Defining the HO frequency (v) as

v5nAW

2I
, ~9!

we see that Eq.~8! reduces to the energy levels of a ha
monic oscillator13 as r approaches̀ ,

Em5Em
HO2

\v

16r
~112m12m2!1O~m3/r 2!, ~10!

Em
HO5\v~1/21m!. ~11!

The first effect of finiter is to lower the allowed energies
relative to the corresponding HO values.

Eliminating I from Eqs.~5! and ~9! yields

r5W/\v. ~12!

Therefore,r is the ratio of the barrier height to the harmon
oscillator frequency~which is based on the curvature at th
bottom of the potential well!. Equivalently,r is a rough es-
timate of the number of quantum levels classically confin
within a single well.

Using the limiting form forE at smallm, we can calcu-
late a limiting form for the canonical partition function (Q)
at low temperature,

Q5(
m

exp~2Em /kT!. ~13!

At sufficiently low temperature,Q is dominated by the firs
few terms of the summation in Eq.~13!, for which the har-
monic oscillator limit@Eq. ~10!# holds,

lim
T→0

Q5 (
m50

`

expF2Em
HO1

\v

16r
~112m12m2!

kT
G , ~14!

QHO5 (
m50

`

exp@2Em
HO/kT#5

csch@\v/2kT#

2
. ~15!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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Taking the first two terms of each summation and expand
yields:

lim
T→0

Q

QHO5expF \v

16rkTG S 11expFD1
\v

4rkTG2exp@D# D ,
D5~E0

HO2E1
HO!/kT52\v/kT. ~16!

Defining a non-dimensional temperature (Q),

Q5kT/\v, ~17!

simplifies Eq.~16! and helps quantify ‘‘sufficiently low tem-
perature,’’

lim
Q!1

Q

QHO5expF 1

16rQ G S 11expF21

Q
1

1

4rQ G
2expF21

Q G D . ~18!

Thus, for any finite value ofr , the actual partition function
exceeds QHO at low temperature. This follows directly from
Eq. ~11! since the first effects of finiter are to lower the
allowed energies relative to the corresponding harmonic
cillator levels. The second term in Eq.~18! cannot be ex-
panded aboutQ50. ~The origin is an essential singula
point17 of exp@6a/Q#.! Therefore, we use the high
temperature asymptote.

B. Small barrier limit (free rotor)

If the barrier height (W) is small compared toE, then
solutions to Eq.~6! are sums of slightly distorted sines an
cosines with characteristic values14,15

a5S 2mn D 21 r 4

2@~2m/n!221#
1O~r 6/m4!. ~19!

Solving Eqs.~4! and ~19! for E yields

Em5
W

2
1
m2\2

2I
1

r 4\2n2

16I @~2m/n!221#
1O~r 6/m4! ~20!

m50,61,62,... .

The first two terms in Eq.~20! correspond to the energ
levels of a one-dimensional free rotor13 displaced by the av-
erage potential energy (W/2). This series is accurate asm
approaches̀ , but is not uniformly convergent. The secon
term in Eq.~19! is correct forumu.n/2. For smaller values
of m, there are expansions analogous to Eq.~19!, but those
expansions must be derived individually for each~small!
value ofm. Higher-order terms in Eq.~19! are also correct
for largeumu, but they similarly break down for small value
of m. The truncated series is not accurate forumu,rn/2. For
these reasons, we use a different approach for the h
temperature limit in Sec. III.

III. HIGH-TEMPERATURE (CLASSICAL) LIMIT

At high temperatures, the canonical partition functi
(Q) has significant contributions from a large number
quantum states. See Eq.~13!. In this limit, it is useful to use
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6677McClurg, Flagan, and Goddard III: The hindered rotor density of states
classical statistical mechanics in which the summation o
states is approximated as an integral over phase space1

lim
T→`

Q5
1

hE2`

` E
a

b

expF2H

kT Gdqdp. ~21!

Here,a andb are limits on the spatial coordinate (q),H is
the Hamiltonian, andp is the momentum. For a rigid roto
with hindering potentialV(f), this reduces to

lim
T→`

Q5
1

nhE2`

`

expF 2J2

2IkTGdJE
0

2p

expF2V

kT Gdf, ~22!

whereJ is the angular momentum. The factor 1/n eliminates
over-counting of states due to then equivalent wells. For the
cosine potential in Eq.~2!, the second integral can be sim
plified,

lim
T→`

Q5
2exp@2W/2kT#

nh E
2`

`

expF 2J2

2IkTGdJ
3E

0

p

expF W

2kT
cosfGdf. ~23!

Both of these integrals are in standard forms,18 which can be
integrated to give

lim
T→`

Q5H ~2pIkT!1/2

n\ J expF2W

2kTG I0F W

2kTG . ~24!

The first term in Eq.~24! is the classical partition function
for a one-dimensional free rotor (QFR).13 The second term is
a Boltzmann factor for the average potential energy. T
third term, I0, is a zeroth-order modified Bessel function,

15,18

which accounts for the rotor preferentially residing in t
potential wells~as opposed to the potential maxima! at finite
temperature. An equivalent function was used by Pitzer
Gwinn.2 Using the notation of Sec. II, Eq.~24! can be sim-
plified

lim
Q@1

Q5~pQr !1/2expF 2r

2Q G I0F r

2Q G . ~25!

This asymptote is depicted in Fig. 1 along with numeric
results, both forr53. The numerical results were obtaine
by solving Eq. ~6! for the first 400 characteristic value
(a) using an eigenfunction expansion.19,20The numerical re-
sults agree with tabulated values.14 We then calculatedQ
using Eq.~13! directly. In Fig. 1, we see thatQ approaches
the low temperature limit forQ!1 and the high temperatur
limit for Q@1.

Since Eq.~15! is the partition function for a harmoni
oscillator at any temperature, it can be expanded in the l
of high temperature to give the classical limit forQHO,

lim
Q@1

QHO5Q1O~Q21!. ~26!

We use this result in Sec. IV.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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IV. THE HINDERED ROTOR DENSITY-OF-STATES
(HRDS) FUNCTION

In this section, we construct an interpolation functio
having the asymptotic forms determined in Secs. II and
For this purpose, it is convenient to definef as follows:

f5Q/QHO. ~27!

Then Eqs.~18!, ~25!, and~26! provide limiting values forf

lim
Q!1

f5expF 1

16rQ G~11O~exp@2a/Q#!!, ~28!

lim
Q@1

f5S pr

Q D 1/2expF 2r

2Q G I0F r

2Q G . ~29!

The first term in Eq.~28! comes from the zero-point energ
which is a quantum-mechanical effect. The remainder of
~28! and all of Eq.~29! are from density of states conside
ations. Therefore, we write Eq.~27! in the following form:

f5P exp@DEzp/kT#. ~30!

We use the following Pade´ approximant forDEzp

DEzp5
\v

2116r
, ~31!

and approximateP using its high-temperature limit

P5S pr

Q D 1/2expF 2r

2Q G I0F r

2Q G . ~32!

The Pade´ approximant corrects for the over-estimate of t
zero-point energy in the HO reference function. For lar
r , the over-estimate is\v/16r . See Eq.~10!. For r50, there
is no hindering potential, soEzp50 and the over-estimate i
\v/2. Using the following expansion for I0@z# wherez can
be complex15,18

lim
uzu→`

I0@z#5exp@z#/~2pz!1/2, ~33!

FIG. 1. Asymptotes forQ!1 ~Eq. 18! andQ@1 ~Eq. 25!. For Q'2r /3,
the hindered rotor is intermediate between a harmonic oscillator and a
rotor, requiring the use of an interpolation function.
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6678 McClurg, Flagan, and Goddard III: The hindered rotor density of states
it is simple to confirm thatP approaches unity at low tem
peratures. We refer toP as the Hindered Rotor Density-o
States~HRDS! interpolation function. In Fig. 2, we show
that the HRDS function is accurate for both mildly hinder
rotors (r'1) and strongly hindered rotors (r.1). This is
significantly more accurate than the previous interpolat
function, T91, as shown in Fig. 3. The greatest improvem
is in the neighborhood ofQ52r /3 where the hindered rota
tor is intermediate between a harmonic oscillator and a
rotor.

V. THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS

Using our estimate forf @Eqs. ~30! and ~32!#, we
calculate13 deviations from the harmonic oscillator value f
the Helmholtz free energy (DA),

FIG. 2. Accuracy of the HRDS interpolation function for various values
r . This shows that HRDS is accurate for both mildly hindered rot
(r'1) and strongly hindered rotors (r.1). On the scale of this plot, the
curves are indistinguishable forr greater than about two.

FIG. 3. Accuracy of the current work~HRDS! and an alternative interpola
tion scheme by Truhlar~T91! ~Ref. 12!. The current work better represen
the numerical results, especially nearQ52r /3 where the hindered rotor is
intermediate between the harmonic oscillator limit and the free rotor lim
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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DA/kT52 ln f

5
21

~2116r !Q
1

r

2Q
2 lnH S pr

Q D 1/2I0@r /2Q#J ; ~34!

internal energy (DU),

DU/kT5T
d~ln f!

dT

5
21

2
2

1

~2116r !Q
1

r

2Q H 11
I1@r /2Q#

I0@r /2Q# J ; ~35!

heat capacity (DCv),

DCv /k5T
d2~T ln f !

dT2

5
21

2
1

r 2

8Q2H 122S I1@r /2Q#

I0@r /2Q# D
2

1
I2@r /2Q#

I0@r /2Q# J ; ~36!

and entropy (DS),

DS/k5DU/kT2DA/kT. ~37!

There are widely available routines for calculating In@x#
wherex is real andn is an integer.21 Alternatively, the fol-
lowing expressions can be used:15,18

In@x#5 (
k50

`
~x/2!n12k

k! ~k1n!!
, ~38!

In@x#5
exp@x#

~2px!1/2(k50

`
~21!kG@n1k11/2#

~2x!kk!G@n2k11/2#
. ~39!

The first expression is recommended15 for uxu,3.75 and the
second foruxu.3.75.

VI. APPLICATIONS

The only input parameters to HRDS are the periodic
(n), the ratio of barrier height to harmonic frequency (r ),
and the scaled temperature (Q). Before applying HRDS to
calculate the heat capacity and rate constant for dissocia
of ethane, we briefly discuss how to estimate these valu

For simple cases,n can be determined by symmetry
Following the notation of Wolfe,22 consider a torsion be
tween atomsM andN with ligandsa, b, c, x, y, andz. The
ligands can be atoms, groups of atoms, or lone pairs of e
trons.

~i! abcM2Nxyz: If a, b, andc ~and/orx, y, andz) are
identical, then there are three equivalent minim
(n53) ~e.g. Ethane$H3C2CH3%, Methyl amine
$H2N2CH3%, and Methanol$HO2CH3%!

~ii ! abcM2Nxy: If a, b, andc are identical andx and
y are identical, then there are six equivalent minim
(n56) ~e.g. Methyldifluoroborane$CH32BF2% and
Toluene$H3C2Ph% whereN, x, andy are all part of
the phenyl ring!

~iii ! abcM2Nxyz: For particular choices of ligands

f

.

, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6679McClurg, Flagan, and Goddard III: The hindered rotor density of states
there may be two equivalent minima. (n52) ~e.g.,
HSSH has two minima atf5690deg.!

For torsions that do not meet the restrictions of the ab
three cases, the potential may not be well-represented by
~2! and this method may not be appropriate. For exam
Hydrogen peroxide (HO2OH) has two equivalent minima
separated by one large and one small barrier.22 Diphenyl
~Ph2Ph! has four minima with alternating large and sm
barriers to rotation. These potentials cannot be represe
using a single Fourier component as in Eq.~2!.

The harmonic oscillator frequency (v) and the height of
the potential barrier (W) can be measured experimentally
calculated using quantum mechanics or empirical fo
fields. See Berg11 for a recent survey of the various method
Also, see Lowe8 for an extensive tabulation of experiment
data. Oncev andW are known and the temperature of i
terest (T) is chosen,r andQ are calculated using Eqs.~12!
and ~17!.

A. Ethane heat capacity

As a sample application of the HRDS function, we c
culate the heat capacity of ethane. Heat capacity provid
stringent test of the shape of the partition function since
requires second derivatives. See Eq.~36!. We have used
spectroscopic data recommended by Chao23 (v5289 cm21,
W52.96 kcal/mol,n53!. For comparison with experimenta
data, we use an equation of state for ethane based on a
cal review of the available spectroscopic and thermodyna
experiments.24

Figure 4 shows that the HRDS interpolation functi
provides a good approximation to the experimental data
the temperature range where data is available. Both HR
and T91 utilize the harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor lim
ing behavior, but HRDS puts greater emphasis on accura
reflecting how those asymptotes are reached. This is par

FIG. 4. Comparison of the deviations from the harmonic oscillator h
capacity for ethane as calculated using linear interpolation from Pitz
tables~Tabular! ~Ref. 2!, the T91 interpolation function~Ref. 12!, and the
current work~HRDS!. The equation of states curve~EOS! is the result of
fitting a partition function to a critically analyzed set of experimental d
~Ref. 24!. Also shown is the rigid rotor~high-temperature! asymptote.
HRDS agrees well with the tabulated results and the EOS.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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larly evident in the neighborhood of the peak inDCv where
the hindered rotor is far from either limiting case. For etha
this occurs near room temperature.

B. Ethane dissociation rate constant

Our second illustration is estimating the high-pressu
unimolecular rate constant for ethane dissociation into m
thyl radicals. We use canonical transition state theory as
cussed by Benson.25 This is not the most accurate theo
available, but it serves to illustrate the contribution of hi
dered rotation without unnecessary complication. S
Marcus26 for a discussion of microcanonical methods appli
to methyl radical recombination. In transition state theo
the rate constant for unimolecular dissociation (kd) can be
expressed as

kd5~kT/h!K‡, ~40!

whereK‡ is the equilibrium constant for formation of th
activated complex with the reaction coordinate vibration fa
tored out. An equilibrium constant can always be expres
as a ratio of partition functions. In the present case, this le
to

K‡5
q‡

qr
5ge

~qrotP i51
3n27qi

vib!‡

~qrotP i51
3n26qi

vib!r
expF2DE

kT G . ~41!

In Eq. ~41!, DE is the potential energy of the transition sta
relative to the reactant,qrot is the partition function for rigid
rotation of the molecule as a whole,qvib is the vibrational
partition function for each of the internal degrees of freedo
r refers to the reactant molecule, and ‡ refers to the tra
tion state. SinceK‡ is the ratio of partition functions, this
application serves to test the magnitude of the partition fu
tion. We assume that the transition state and equilibri
ethane are singly degenerate (ge51) with D3d symmetry
(s‡5s r). This simplifies the equilibrium constant

K‡5S I A‡ I B‡ I C‡I A
r I B

r I C
r D 1/2~P i51

3n27qi
vib!‡

~P i51
3n26qi

vib!r
expF2DE

kT G . ~42!

Here,I A , I B , andI C are the principle moments of inertia o
the molecule as a whole.

We use a published parametrization of the potential
ergy surface along the minimum energy path f
dissociation.27 It gives the vibrational frequencies, the barri
to internal rotation, and the molecular geometry as a funct
of the separation between carbon atoms. This distanc
identified as the reaction coordinate. The transition stat
the point along the reaction coordinate that minimizesK‡.

Figure 5 shows that using the HRDS function leads
slightly better agreement with the experimental results th
using T91 over the entire temperature range covered.
largest difference between the approximations occurs w
Q'2r /3. At this point, ethane is intermediate between t
harmonic oscillator and the free rotor limit and the ratio b
tween HRDS and T91 is about 1.2. The transition state
ethane dissociation is ‘‘loose.’’ This means that the carb
carbon bond is nearly broken and the hindering potentia
very small at the transition state. In the free rotor lim

t
’s
, No. 16, 22 April 1997
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6680 McClurg, Flagan, and Goddard III: The hindered rotor density of states
HRDS and T91 agree, so their ratio approaches one. Th
fore, the largest difference between the estimates for reac
rates is about 20%, which is well within the error bounds
kinetics experiments. Since the HRDS function is just
easy to use and more accurate, it can still be recommen
over T91 even though kinetics experiments are unlikely
confirm one over the other.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We developed the HRDS interpolation function f
readily estimating the partition function and thermodynam
functions for hindered rotors. The function is considera
easier to use than recalculation from first principles or int
polating from existing tables.1,2 Our approximant to the par
tition function ~HRDS! is based entirely on the asymptot
behavior of the quantum-mechanical partition function
low temperature and the classical partition function at h
temperature. There are no fitting parameters in this funct
We have shown this function to be accurate in the temp
ture range intermediate between the harmonic oscillator
free rotor limits. We expect that this interpolation functio
will be useful in estimating thermodynamic and kinetic da
for molecules and solids with hindered rotation about o
axis.
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